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Gold markets fell during the week, after initially trying

to rally. It has broken down significantly, testing the

trend line that has been a function of this market for

some time. However, the recovery on Friday is looking

rather good, so it is probably going to see a bit more

consolidation. Beyond that, a significant amount of

support below at the $1300 level. There is a lot of

resistance above the $1350 level, and although it had

a nice run higher. If it can break down below the $1300

level, then the market changes its overall attitude,

perhaps sending price down to the $1275 level. Shorter-

term investors will more than likely see a bit of

choppiness in this general vicinity, and range bound

trading between roughly $1300 and $1325.
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       Gold prices edged higher today, after falling below the critical $1,300 level to
their lowest since Jan. 25 in the previous session, as the dollar softened on
prospects of a trade deal between China and the United States.

        Spot gold was up 0.3 percent at $1,296.61 per ounce, after touching its lowest
in more than a month at 1,289.91 in the previous session. U.S gold futures
were down 0.2 percent at $1,297.20 per ounce.

     The global economy is still slowing and central banks should intervene to
support their economy, which gives upside potential for gold in the medium-
term.

     Gold is likely to be range bound, in the next three months, as good economic
data from U.S gives reason to expect the Fed to hike rates at some stage this
year.

   Gold prices broke the critical $1,300 support level on Friday as global stock
markets rose. Investors were becoming more risk seeking which was also
negative for gold.

   The dollar got further pressure from U.S President Donald Trump's comments
that the Federal Reserve's tight monetary policy was contributing to a strong
dollar and hurting the United State’s competitiveness.

      As prices dipped, SPDR Gold Trust holdings, the world’s largest gold-backed
exchange-traded fund, fell 1.50 percent on Friday, their biggest one-day
percentage fall since December 2016. SPDR holdings have now given up all
the gains it saw in January and are now down over 1.5 percent this year.

 Gold prices may break a support at $1,289 per
ounce and it fall towards the next support at
$1,271

 Gold may break a support at $1,289 per ounce
and fall towards the next support at $1,271

 Dollar rose quite considerably last week and
brought gold prices down

 The dollar was down about 0.1 percent against
major currencies

 The first three weeks of February 2019 saw
positive price action after investor sentiment and
increased demand for safe-haven assets
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      Oil prices rose today, buoyed by output cuts by producer club OPEC and
reports that the United States and China are close to a deal to end a bitter
tariff row that has slowed global economic growth.

       International Brent futures were at $65.36 a barrel, up 29 cents, or 0.5 percent,
from their last close. U.S West Texas Intermediate crude futures were at
$56.07 per barrel, up 27 cents, or 0.5 percent.

   Crude has rallied this year as Russia and the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries curbed output to offset a global supply glut, while U.S
sanctions isolated major suppliers Iran and Venezuela.

   Oil prices have been further pushed up by U.S sanctions against OPEC-
members Iran and Venezuela, which Barclays bank estimates to have resulted
in a reduction of around 2 million bpd in global crude supply.

   In the United States, there are signs that the oil production boom of the
past years, which has seen crude output rise by more than 2 million bpd
since early 2018 to more than 12 million bpd, may slow down.

       Supply from the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries fell to a
four-year low in February as top exporter Saudi Arabia and its allies over-
delivered on the group’s supply pact while Venezuelan output registered a
further involuntary decline.

    U.S energy firms this week cut the number of oil rigs operating to the lowest
in almost nine months as some producers follow through on plans to cut
spending despite an over 20-percent increase in crude futures so far this
year.

The WTI Crude Oil market fell back during the course
of the week, reaching down towards the $55 level
before bouncing. At this point, it is obviously at an area
where there is a lot of supply that can’t get through,
so it’s not until it break above the $58 level. If it break
down below the $55 level, it could very well find this
market going down as low as $52 underneath. Brent
markets fell during the trading week, reaching towards
the $65 level, and looks as if it could fall a little bit
further over here to find support. The $64 level is an
area that has been resistance in the past, so to see
the market pulled back there would make quite a bit
of sense. Brent markets have seen a complete shift
in the attitude of participants, so there is an opportunity
to pick up oil cheaply, but if it break out above the
highs from the previous week, that’s also an opportunity
to go long and reach to the upside.

 Oil prices firmed today as the United States and China
were reported to be close to signing a trade deal

 OPEC exports are off by over 1.5 million barrels
per day since November

 The supply picture looks generally tighter this
year as it is expected that brent to average $73
per barrel in 2019

 Brent lost 3.1 percent for the week, after rising
25 percent to start the year

 Hedge funds increased wagers on rising Brent
crude prices for an eighth straight week, the
longest streak since 2012
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 As of Friday, silver prices in the European market dropped down, continuing
its losing streak of three days, recording the lowest rates in two weeks and
almost recording the third weekly loss as of the month, under the pressure
of the United States Dollar's climb against a basket of global currencies.

 Silver prices fell at a rate of 0.45% and traded at $15.53 an ounce, starting
at $15.60 with an intraday high $15.62 and a low at $15.49 which is the
lowest rate in two weeks.

 Silver prices fell at a rate of 0.8% the second daily loss in a row, with a fall
occurring to almost all of the metals that are connected to the USD. Silver
prices dropped out at a rate of 2.3% over the current week,on the verge of
enduring the third weekly loss over the on-going month.

 Silver prices dropped out at a rate of 2.75% over February, to record the
first monthly loss in the last 3 months, as a reflect of the fragility of the safe
insurance requests, and under the pressure of the USD.

 The USD index climbed up at a rate of 0.2% to continue its profit streak of
three days, reflecting a continuous rise against a basket of other global
currencies, which caused a negative pressure on almost all of the metals
and goods that are connected to the USD.

 The continuous rise of the USD and having results even better than the
expectations of the economical growth in the last quarter of the last year,
fore told the hopes of the Federal Reserve to rise the American interest rates
for once at least in the current year.

Silver markets broke down during the week, slicing
through a major uptrend line. This of course is a very
negative sign, and therefore it looks as if silver could
be sending us a signal as far as precious metals are
concerned. Gold is sitting at the precipice, but silver
may have told us that precious metals are going to
struggle. Silver does have a significant amount of
support near the $15.00 level, so don’t be surprised
at all if some type of supportive bounce in that area.
However, if it continue to close for the week at the
very bottom of the range, that is not a good look. At
longer-term, silver doesn’t mean that it is going to go
straight to the upside. The $16 level above is going
to offer a significant amount of resistance. For a
longer-term investor the Federal Reserve is very
likely to become very dovish in the future, and that
should continue to boost precious metals overall.

 Silver prices marked lower and  hit a five-week
bottom

 The keener risk appetite in the market place is
partly due to notions the U.S and China, the
world’s two largest economies

 Spot silver gained today at 0.2 percent to $15.22
per ounce

 The Fed’s monetary policy will remain on hold
due to the modest increase in risks to continued
U.S economic expansion

  May Comex silver was last down $0.074 at $15.56
an ounce
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